PROJECT PORTFOLIO

PROJECT: St. Clair Hospital

CATEGORY: Outpatient Facility
LOCATION: Peters Twp., PA (Pittsburgh Area)
BUILDING: Bypass Construction
PROJECT PORTFOLIO

PROJECT: Morphotek Manufacturing

CATEGORY: Office
LOCATION: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
BUILDING: Bypass Construction
PROJECT: Starting Gate

CATEGORY: Office & Manufacturing
LOCATION: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
BUILDING: Bypass Construction
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PROJECT: No Frills Supermarket

CATEGORY: Retail
LOCATION: Omaha, Nebraska
BUILDING: Bypass Construction
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PROJECT: Shoppes on Peoria

CATEGORY: Retail
LOCATION: Tulsa, Oklahoma
BUILDING: Non-load bearing exterior bypass wall
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PROJECT: Jerry’s Sporting Goods

CATEGORY: Retail
LOCATION: Wichita Falls, Texas
BUILDING: Bypass Construction
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PROJECT: Penn Drilling Headquarters

CATEGORY: Office
LOCATION: Imperial, Pennsylvania
BUILDING: Load Bearing